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Alex Katz (b. 1927)

Hiroshi, 1979
Often considered the leading modern portraitist of the second half of
the 20th century, Alex Katz combines a lifelong approach to depicting
friends and family with his enigmatic technique and style in Hiroshi,
1979.
Studying under Morris Kantor at the Cooper Union for the
Advancement of Science and Art in the late 1940s and then at the
Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture in Maine, inspiration
was firmly planted in Katz’s formative years. During his summers in
Maine, painting outdoors laid the foundation for Katz’s direction as a
staple of the second generation of the New York School. The artist
explained that creating en plein air gave him "a reason to devote my
life to painting."
As his subjects were overwhelmingly friends and colleagues, the artist's primary muse was his
wife, Ada. The present work however is a portrait of Hiroshi Kawanishi, a silkscreen printer and
artist whom Katz knew well. Featured more than once in the artist's work, Hiroshi also appears
accompanied by his wife Marcia in the Tate Modern's Hiroshi and Marcia, 1981.
Stylistically, it was in the 1950s that Katz began his singular mode of portraiture – aiming for
increased scale, depth and ultimately a greater sense of realism than previously. Shifting toward a
monochrome palette for backgrounds, with a technique approaching color blocking (not unlike
post-painterly abstract artists painting in the decade before the present work), the artist's path
diverged from his predecessors who experimented with gestural figuration and action painting as
his work became succinctly realist. Katz made his feelings known in a 1991 interview with Richard
Prince where the artist notes: “some of the A. E. paintings were inspiring; however, all of the
rhetoric was hard for me to take seriously. It only made sense as subject matter, relatively
unimportant. The A. E. people quickly made an academy, and it was the only show in town”.
(Katz, Alex. "Alex Katz", Interview by Richard Prince. Journal of Contemporary Art, vol.4, no.2,
The University of Virginia, 1991, pp.70-81).
The artist's peculiar positioning between two of the century's most iconic movements, Abstract
Expressionism and Pop Art, allowed for unique and shared influences that became more apparent
when considering his oeuvre in its entirety. In fact, it was film, television, and prominent billboard
advertising that would most immediately influence the artist's portraiture, as his style evolved to

a point where his subjects would not only soak up the entire composition, but grew to dominate
and eclipse the picture plane. This dramatic style of cropping, intentionally disregarding the
figure's edges, echoed filmographic styles that were then in fashion, capturing individual moments
of life as if seen through a viewfinder for a fleeting moment.
It is arguably this notion of capturing a fleeting moment, expressed through images of those
closest to him, that most earnestly underpinned the artists sense of creation. Indeed, Katz states
in an interview with David Sylvester: “Realism's a variable. For an artist, this is the highest thing
an artist can do – to make something that's real for his time, where he lives”. (Katz, Alex.
“Interview with Alex Katz”, Twenty Five Years of Painting, London, The Saatchi Gallery, 1998, p.
192.)
In the 2010s, the artist revisited his style of portraiture with even more intentional, aggressive
cropping to the degree that his pursuit of sequential figuration mimics the sensation of viewing
film in slow motion. The viewer is able to observe action in an unseen way, moment by moment,
following the age-old art historical pursuit of capturing subjects in motion.
Alex Katz's work can be found in collections around the world. Most notably, The Art Institute of
Chicago; The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; The National Portrait Gallery, Washington,
D.C.; The Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; and the Tate Gallery, London, among
others.
Future exhibitions include Alex Katz: Collaboration with Poets at the Albertina in Vienna in 2021
and Alex Katz Retrospective at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York in 2022.
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